
 

 

 

 

 

Quote of the term 

“You don’t have to be 
Perfect to be 
AMAZING.” 
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A note from the Principal 

BYLC + CPR = 😊😊    Burnett Youth Learning Centre.  CPR – Community, 

Participation and Respect. 

It has been an awesome start to the year at the Burnett Youth Learning Centre.  46 students 
have been enrolled and have started the year well. 

So what is the BYLC?  Well, it’s an alternative school for students who are not engaging in the 
mainstream education system.  All across Australia and the world, there are schools doing 
alternative things.  Why?  Because not every student is the same, but all are just as valuable as 
each other.  We value and respect the students that come here and want them to grow and 
mature with skills that they can use in a productive and positive future.  We strive for our 
students to see the future with HOPE in their eyes. 

CPR – Community, Participation and Respect.  These are our core values. 

One of these areas stands out to me this semester.  Participation.  Across the board, without 
exception, students with high attendance levels have made significant progress.  Even students 
who have had numerous behavioural incidents, have been able to make good progress.  The old 
saying ‘You’ve got to be in it to win it…’ came to mind.  And… ‘In order to win, or succeed at 
something, you must first compete or try.’  It’s awesome to see the majority of our students 
doing this. 
 
Scott Sadler 
Principal 

 

 

 

Farm Enterprise 

At our school we have 400 Macadamia Nut Trees.  In Rural Ops, students 
look after the trees by watering, pruning and weeding.  When it is Nut 
season, Rural Ops students harvest the nuts in motorised pickers.  They are 
then put into a huge machine that takes off the outside husk. Nuts are then 
checked by the students, to make sure all the husks are gone and then sold 
on.  All money that is made from this, is used to support the students here 
at school.  In term 2, students who study Agriculture, assisted with the 
irrigation setup and planting of an additional 1600 trees. 
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PCYC – Recreational Days 

Burnett Youth Learning Centre students are able to enjoy some morning sessions at the PCYC playing a variety of 
sports including basketball, futsal and volleyball.  Some of our students show they have skills not just on the court.  
Staff and students form combined teams.  Other recreation activities students participate in include beach visits 
and Outdoor Education activities like rock climbing and archery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Agriculture and Hospitality 

Many of our subjects areas often work together on projects.  The pictures above, show how in the subject 
Agriculture, students look after chickens and plant herb and vegetable gardens.  The produce from these projects is 
used in Hospitality.  This day, students have used the eggs and herbs to make Herbed Mayonnaise to go with our 
lunch, all under the expert instruction of our Chief Chef Genny! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reboot 

Once a week, all of our students are involved in a program called Reboot.  Reboot provides our students with 
simple language and tools, that they can use in their daily interactions and improve relationships, behaviour, 
emotional and social wellness and learning outcomes.  Students sometimes play cards or work out in the Gym 
while taking part in this program. 
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“Whether you think you 
can or you think you can’t, 
you’re right.” – Henry 
Ford 
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From the Principal. 

The Burnett Youth Learning Centre is a Special Assistance School (SAS). The word 
“special” has different meanings in different contexts but one definition in the 
dictionary for “special” is simply, that which is otherwise different from what is usual. 
And that is exactly what I consider our SAS school to be, a different approach to 
schooling.  

Given time and support, we at Burnett Youth Learning Centre believe that everyone 
can find their purpose. That is why we are committed to creating a healthy school 
community where young people are not underestimated for their potential to 
achieve, and teachers and support staff are supported to work towards and celebrate 
a shared vision for educational outcomes for students. That isn’t necessarily different 
from what is usual, but our approach sure is – that’s what makes us a Special 
Assistance School.  

 

 

 

 

The Burnett Youth Learning Centre provides a supportive and nurturing 
environment, contributing to the development of students’ sense of self-
worth, enthusiasm for learning and optimism for the future. BYLC activities 
are committed to the re-engagement of disengaged youth. The Centre 
offers disengaged youth the opportunity to participate in education and 
training with support, so that when they transition from the program they 
are ready to gain employment and become a contributing member of the 
community. Carol Dweck’s research and theory of growth and fixed 
mindsets is particularly important when approaching the intervention 
strategies that we use with disengaged and ‘at-risk’ students. Staff at BYLC 
take an approach to teaching were students are provided with positive 
affirmations and feedback based on their willingness to try new things, 
take risks, and grow. 

Image sourced from http://www.warriormindcoach.com/blog 26.7.2018 
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Recently, students considered the idea of having “grit” as part of our focus on growth mindset. Grit is the 
strength of character to persevere even when things get tough. Upon reflection, many of our students realised 
that they do indeed have grit, when the focus is something they are truly passionate about. And, therein lies the 
key to success: finding their area of intelligence and blending it with their passion.  

 

 

 

 

 

Rewards Days 

Here at BYLC we like to celebrate our successes, so at given times in the semester we have a Rec or Rewards Day. 
Students who show strong attendance and positive participation at school were given a choice of activities this 
semester; including a professional photo shoot, beach day or outdoor adventure activity. 

It is a great experience for staff and students to take the pressure off and connect on a different level. The 
relationship building opportunities on these days are so rewarding – jokes about who beat whom and the 
continued reign of teacher veteran teams versus young players are the talk of the school for days after. Days such 
as these are opportunities to connect but also give the students experiences they may not have in their own lives; 
a way to build their self-confidence, social connections and emotional fortification. It just goes to show learning 
doesn’t have to happen in a classroom.  

There are so many reasons to celebrate the wins and reinforce those positive behaviours but really, sometimes it 
is just as simple as having fun, too (We just don’t tell students it’s also an “outside the box” educational 
experience for them as well – we don’t want them to think learning can be fun, right?).  

 

 

 

 

 

Coffee and Chat 

Each term we invite parents and carers to come out to the school and have a coffee and chat with us. It’s a great 
chance for students to share some of the great work they have been doing as well as an informal way for staff to 
meet with parents and carers of students. Our hospitality students and their trainer, Genny work tirelessly 
through the day to create delicious treats to share as a little added (delicious) incentive. It is an opportunity for 
students to showcase their skills but to also experience what working in the hospitality industry is actually like. 
Our next Coffee and Chat day is August 14th at 4pm.  Looking forward to seeing our school community then! 

Next edition will feature ‘A day in the Life’ articles showing what it’s like at BYLC from a student’s perspective… 
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What’s On? 

Hospitality Excursion to 

Alowishus – 16/10 

Rec. Day to Woodgate 

Beach – 19/10 

Student Free Day – 22/10 

Coffee and Chat – 6/11 

Year 12 Graduation 

Dinner – 13/11 

Awards Day – 23/11 

 

 

Quote of the 

term 

Everyone is a genius. 

But if you judge a 

fish by its ability to 

climb a tree, it will 

live its whole life 

believing that it is 

stupid.  

- Albert Einstein  
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As a Special Assistance School, we often explain that we are “different” 

to a normal school. But, what does that mean? What makes us 

different?  

How about rather than trying to tell you, we show you. 

Here is what a day at BYLC looks like for our students… 

What’s in a day at BYLC? 

Our Morning Briefing: 

The bus has picked everyone up and they arrive, just in time for toast. 

We have a morning briefing to share any news for the day (and a joke or 

two).  

If you run in front of a car, you get tired; if you run behind a car, you get 

exhausted.  

 Tuesday and Friday are favourites – Tuesday is reward morning with 

frappes for students with good attendance records and Friday is our pop 

quiz for a chocolate challenge!  

 

 

The BYLC farm helps provide our meals for the day. We collect the eggs 

from our chickens each morning and have our own veggie patch and fruit 

crops to go with our lunches. Everyone chips in to help around the farm, 

learning valuable skills along the way. 

 

 

 

We all do our part: 
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Design: recycled plastic artwork.       Woodwork: from concept to creation.              Agriculture: maintaining the farm. 

                                    

Metalwork: basic skills.              Automotive: real “work” experiences.         Hospitality: life skills and nutrition 

 

 

 

 

Other things that set us apart in the day to day running of the school are things like (as pictured, left to 

right) positive reinforcement through rewards based learning, team building and community focus, 

relaxed and smaller class sizes, health and wellness activities such as gym and drumbeat, and reflective 

practices incorporating ReBoot for every lesson.  
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A glimpse into our learning areas… 

Burnett Youth Learning Centre – ‘Accept the Challenge – Succeed with Hope’ 

Holistic learning opportunities… 

“I like the 

hands-on 

work; it gives 

me skills I can 

actually use.” 

“I like coming here because 

they [the staff] genuinely 

seem to care about you.” 

  

Image sourced from clip2art.com 



 

           

                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 “For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the Lord, “plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you 

hope and a future.” – Jeremiah 29:11  

 

 

 

 

During graduation dinner Brad, one of our 2018 graduating students, had the opportunity to say a few words to everyone. “Thank 

you, you’ve changed my life…” were the simple and heartfelt words he shared to a room full of proud staff, parents and peers.  We 

later took some time to interview Brad to help us share his experience of BYLC and the story behind his words.  

 

What brought you to BYLC? 

I didn’t like my last school. I ended up at JETS for a couple of years and then tried mainstream school again but it didn’t work so I 

got a referral to come here. 

What makes BYLC different to other schools? 

The teachers are more understanding, they understand you and care. It’s a good set up here too, it’s hands on which is better for 

people who don’t like sitting in a classroom and you learn relevant stuff like getting ready for work. It’s hard to explain, the first 

time I came here – I just changed. You wouldn’t recognise me from the person I used to be.  

How has BYLC helped prepare you for life after graduation? 

I finish my Certificate in Rural Ops with lots of farm work experience and connections to help me get a job. 

What are some positive things you can share about your time at BYLC? 

Everything. All of it: the teachers, the hands on learning, the opportunities.  

How would you describe BYLC to someone who hasn’t heard of us? 

Most people say it’s a “bad school”, but I wouldn’t say that. It’s a good school for anyone who can’t do “normal” school…but you 

have to want to change.   

 

 

 
BYLC offers an alternative, practical, hands-on, supported approach to inspire personal learning for students who may not have achieved well in 
mainstream education, or who have exited early, but want to continue their education. We offer disengaged youth the opportunity to participate in 
education and training with support, so that when they transition they are ready to gain employment and be a contributing member off the 
community. Generally, referrals to BYLC are made by local schools, guidance officers, counsellors, Youth Justice and other youth agencies.  
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AN INTERVIEW WITH BRAD, ONE OF OUR GRADUATES 

“You’ve changed my life…” 

 

It’s a good school for anyone who can’t do “normal” school but you have to want to change. 
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Congratulations to our graduates for 2018: Bill, Brad, Vinnie, Trey and Misty. May your feet stay clear on the path directed 

for you; be blessed and prosperous. May doors be opened that need to be opened and may every door that needs to be 

closed be shut tight. Let the Lord be a light to your path.       

 

   

 

Here at BYLC we are big on celebrating achievements and so, come the end 

of the year, we take the time to get together and celebrate the 

achievements of our students throughout the year; to acknowledge their 

effort, celebrate their progress and encourage their growth. By doing this 

we cultivate positive development. After all, “we delight in the beauty of 

the butterfly, but rarely admit the changes it has gone through to achieve 

beauty” (Maya Angelou). Acknowledging growth alongside achievements is 

known to build confidence, happiness and self-respect – something we all 

need. Thank you to students, staff, family, friends, stakeholders, 

community members and honoured guests for joining us; you have 

helped give meaning to our achievements and reinforced your 

support of us.  

Special mention to our BYLC Top Awardees: 

 Elliott Farm Award: Vincent Van Doorn 

 Elliott Farm Encouragement Award: Trey Taylor 

 Best Effort Award: Keanu Neilson  

BYLC 2018 CELEBRATION DAY 

BYLC 2018 GRADUATION 

For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the LORD, “plans to prosper you 

and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future. – Jeremiah 29:11
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